Parts of bass guitar diagram

A bass guitar consists of many parts and pieces put together. All the parts of the bass are
important to the sound the instrument produces. As you begin learning to play bass guitar, it
will be worthwhile to know your way around it. This brief guide can help you get familiar with
the parts of the bass. There are essentially five important parts of the bass: the headstock,
neck, body, pickups and bridge. Let's take a look at each one individually. At the top of the bass
guitar is the headstock. This is the part that houses the tuning pegs, those little knobs you use
to change the pitch of the strings. Some bass guitars have the tuning pegs arranged in a row,
while others have them on either side of the headstock. Bass guitars make use of a "worm gear"
for their tuning system. A spiraled screw thread the "worm" and a gear lock together, so that
rotating the screw will slowly move the gear around and tighten or loosen the string. The full
tuning peg and worm gear apparatus is called a tuning machine or machine head. The tuning
machine allows very fine adjustments to be made when tuning , and also prevents the strings'
tension from pulling the gear back. Joining the headstock to the guitar body is the neck. At the
top of the neck, where it meets the headstock, is a little bar with grooves for each string called
the nut. The nut is where the strings make contact as they pass from the headstock down over
the neck. When you push your finger down, the string will touch on a fret, even if your finger is
behind the fret. They make sure the notes you play are in tune. Certain frets have dots in
between them. These dots are there as a reference to help you know where you are along the
fretboard as you play. They help a lot when learning the names of notes on the bass. The largest
component of the bass guitar is the body. The body is just a solid chunk of wood. Its primary
purposes are cosmetic appeal and to serve as a base for attachment of all the other parts. The
classic shape of the body is rounded along the outside with two curved "horns" on either side
of the protruding neck, but there are other shapes to choose from. A guitar strap can attach to
the body using strap buttons or strap pins. These are little metal protrusions that flare outward.
One is at the bottom of the body by the bridge and the other is typically at the end of the top
horn. Some guitars have a strap button at the end of the headstock. In the center of the body are
the pickups. These look like raised bars underneath the strings, usually housing rows of round
metal buttons. Often there are multiple sets of pickups in different positions. The different
placement causes each set to get a different sound from the strings. By changing the balance
between the different pickups, you can adjust your tone. Each pickup is a little magnet
surrounded by a coil of wire. When the metal string vibrates, it pulls the magnet up and down.
The magnet's movement induces an electric current in the wire. This electric signal is sent to
your amplifier. Your bass guitar also has one or more knobs at the bottom right of the body.
These control volume, tone, and sometimes bass, treble, or mid. Last but certainly not least is
the bridge. This is where the strings end at the bottom of the bass guitar. Most bridges consist
of a metal base with several components attached to it. The bridge base is screwed directly into
the wood of the body. At the bottom are holes where each string is strung through. Some bass
guitars have holes going down through the body for the strings, but on most the strings only go
through the bridge. The strings each pass over a movable metal piece called a saddle. Each
saddle has a groove in the middle for its string. It is connected to the bridge base with screws
that can be used to adjust its position and height. These adjustments aren't something you
should worry about if you're a beginner. James Porter. James Porter is a freelance writer
specializing in bass guitar tutorials who is also the bassist for a band called Locust Street Taxi
in Seattle, Washington. If you're repairing or modifying your instrument or simply need some
replacement part numbers, these lists and diagrams should help you get started. The model list
is, for the most part, of instruments currently in production. This list is by no means
comprehensive, and documentation for other models will be posted as it becomes available.
Note: Modifications to an existing Fender instrument currently under warranty, or service
performed on a Fender instrument currently under warranty by any person other than
authorized Fender service centers and technicians holding a certificate of warranty service
authorization for the period during which the work was performed, will void the instrument
warranty. Note: Most of our older guitar parts lists, wiring diagrams and switching control
function diagrams predate formatting which would allow us to make them available on this page
as PDF files. If you do not find the list or diagram for your specific instrument on this page, we
may still be able to furnish you with a "hard" copy from our archive. You may check the
availability of older material by contacting Fender's Consumer Relations Department by phone
at If we have the document you seek, we're happy to send you a copy. You may also drop us a
line at:. The table below lists instruments by model name, part number and document revision
date: Note: All part numbers and specifications in each document are subject to revision,
change or discontinuation without notice. Bass guitars are similar in construction to electric
guitars and share many of the same features, parts, and construction. Bass guitars are such an
important instrument in any band. The Headstock is at the top of the guitar and is sometimes

refered to as the bass guitar machine head. This is where the Tuning keys pegs are housed,
which you tighten or loosen to adjust the tone of the strings. Many bass guitars have a
distinctive straight neck and no head, which separates them from traditional guitars. The nut is
the place where strings contact the guitar in between the guitar neck and headstock. You will
see a rectangular block which is the nut. Evenly spaced grooves will hold the strings into place.
Although small, the nut can make a different to the sound of the guitar. The nut helps control
the height of the strings, which need to be at the right height and tension for that true bass
sound. Nuts can wear out quickly with use, so it is important to ensure that they are in good
condition. The neck connects the Headstock to the body of the guitar. The Neck Through is
believed to give a slightly more mellow playing sound, although both are popular. The Neck
tends to be about 34 inches long, although custom bass guitars often have a this modified to
suite the bassist and the style of music the instrument is being played for. It is also common for
Bass guitars to come with a solid shaft running through the neck to help with shape and to
resist bowing. The Tuning Pegs are on the Headstock and control the sound you will hear from
the strings. You can adjust the tension to make the strings tighter or looser. The Fretboard is a
piece of wood that lays on the face of the neck. Mounted on the fretboard are small metal blocks
evenly spaced along the length of the neck. The metal blocks are called Frets and divide the
neck into areas of different notes. There are also little markers along the Fretboard called inlays.
Sometimes called neck plates, these function as a quick reference where you are on the guitar.
Most guitars will have between 20 and 24 Frets, although you can find guitars which have up to
32 Frets and are often used by soloists who need to play a wider range of notes. Fretless
basses are also available and have a different more muffled sound, but are popular in Jazz.
Frets will wear out eventually. You can learn more about how to replace them and the cost at
GuitarFact. The Body of the guitar is the biggest and most distinct area. However, the only
function is to provide a mounting point for the other parts of the guitar attach to. You will find all
of the guitars electronics here, including the pickup mounting, switch knobs, control knobs and
volume pots, tremolo bars, and input and output jacks. Alder and Maple are popular woods to
make a guitar body out of. Newer bass guitars have been made from synthetic materials such as
Luthite. Different sound quality can be obtained by hollowing out the Body of the guitar. Most
pickups are rectangular blocks with metal circles on. Pickups might be the most common
difference between basses, as some will go for precision bass pickups while others may want a
traditional electric humbucker pickup. The Truss Rod protects the guitar from bending out of
the shape. Due to the tension of the strings and pressure the guitar can often bend at the neck.
The Truss Rod usually spans the length of the neck and neutralises the pressure from the
strings. Bass guitar bridges sit near the base of the guitar body and is where the strings are a
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nchored into the body. The base unit is usually metal with the strings attached securely to it. A
saddle holds the strings in place, with a small groove for the string to pass through. You can
make adjustments to the strings at the bottom using the saddle height adjustments. Heavier
metals such as brass are often used to hold the strings in place. The Pick Guard is the
protective cover that covers the body of the guitar to prevent damage from repeated use with a
pick. It can be made of a variety of synthetic materials, metal or wood. No guide on bass guitar
parts would be complete without the strings. Check out our complete guide to bass guitar
strings Here. There you go! A great overview to bass guitar parts. If you want to play a particular
style of music it might be worth talking to a local musician to get recommendations on key parts
or models! To learn more about the history, sound qualities, and much more concerning the
bass guitar, check out these pages on Wikipedia and OnMusic.

